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Whole School Assembly 



Lunch Menu 

Gluten-free options available each day 
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W/c 20th February 
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UKMT Junior Maths Challenge Club

Monday Lunch Time
1:15 – 1:45 

PPS
Room 34

Teacher
Mr Islam

Practice working systematically
Pattern spotting
Working backwards

Reasoning logically
Visualising
Conjecturing 
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/ Les Miserables 

Parents Network Theatre Club presents 
Discounted tickets £55pp for students, family and 
friends for the new production of Les Mis at the   
Sondheim Theatre. CUT OFF DATE 12TH FEB.  
 
To purchase a ticket or for further info please email 
joannafb@me.com or WhatsApp on 07989 576771 

Tuesday       

28th March 

7.30pm  

mailto:joannafb@me.com
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Helpful Hints for Parents:  

This week—GCSE exam board information can be found in the ‘Parent and 

Student’ section of the PPS website under ‘GCSE Transition and Exam Boards’  
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Discounted tickets £55pp for students, family and 

friends. Cut off date Thursday 9th March. 

 

Parents Network Theatre Club presents: 

To purchase a ticket or for further info please 

email joannafb@me.com or WhatsApp on 07989 576771 

Ambassadors Theatre 
2nd May 7.30pm  

mailto:joannafb@me.com
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GRIT,                                                           
PERSEVERANCE                                                      
AND COURAGE 

Please see here a list of 
great movies and videos 
with characters who 
demonstrate growth     
mindset and              
qualities such as grit,    
perseverance, courage, 
and determination. 

 

They can make movie 
nights during half term 
more fun. 

Ms Florea 
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The 16 bags of donations for Care4Calais have 

just left the building!  Thank you very much to  

everyone who donated and a big thank you to 

Ms Bromley, Gary, Jay,  Ms  Sylla & Ms Florea for 

their help  :-).   Ms  Flack 
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Whole School Assembly 

 Tuesday 7th February  

 10.30am—11.30am  

 Regent Hall  
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Regent Hall was the venue for another 

Whole School Assembly on Tuesday 

where we had the opportunity to       

celebrate the successes across the 

school with many subject areas giving 

an overview of trips, activities and    

contributions to life at PPS.   

 

We enjoyed LAMDA Monologue perfor-

mances from Henry and Mark, musical 

offerings from the Chamber Choir, 

Haofeng, Mia and Spike as well as a 

preview of the up-coming school      

production of ‘Grease’.  Poetry readings 

from Ella and a superb reflection on 

what we all have in common from Alex 

were included along with items from 

the Maths and Humanities Faculties,    

a presentation from Mr Tasic about 

Media, a review of the Lisbon Football 

Tour and a summary of the amazing 

charity and community work that has 

been going on this term.   

 

A huge thanks to all who contributed 

and to the many parents who also 

came to support.  Our next whole 

school gathering will be Celebration 

Day, on Thursday 29th June, which we 

hope you will be able to join us for. 

 

Mr Hill 
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English:       

Romeo & Juliet 
Masks 
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"I designed Romeo's mask with navy blue and bright yellow. I feel that blue can represent his  

sadness about Rosaline but the yellow shows his love and hope for the night ahead. It is also 

quite regal and at the same time upholds Romeo's masculinity. I really tried to incorporate the 

eye shape and make it quite swirly to show his softer, more feminine side too. I also thought it 

would fit the character I see in my mind when I think of Romeo. I'd love to see some gold glitter 

added to it to make him sparkle!" 

Year 9 are studying Romeo & 

Juliet and created masks for 

the characters ahead of the 

Capulet Ball 

Here is Tess talking about her work: 
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On Friday 3rd February, Y11 Literature students went out 

to Poetry Live. They got to see live readings of all of the 

GCSE poets from their set texts, including Simon 

Armitage, Carol Ann Duffy and John Agard. Their Chief 

Examiner for Literature was also there and gave them 

tips on how to revise and prepare for the Unseen Poetry 

questions. The students’ behaviour and participation 

was exemplary and the English Department feels very 

proud of them. 

Poetry Live 

English Lit 

Y11 
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On Tuesday 7th February, we had our second set of performances of the day!  A wonderful 

array of pieces played by students in Year 6 – 9, many performing for the very first 

time.  Congratulations to everyone who contributed, and a particular thanks to the parents, 

family, friends and staff that attended to support.  Here are some of the photos courtesy of 

Mrs Zalesny. 

 

Mr Hill 

Lower School 
Chamber Concert 
07/02/23 
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The Wall of Kindness 
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I would like to nominate Henry for the wall of 
kindness for showing me his best chess 
moves. Alex (Hybrid Y10)  
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This Wednesday saw our students take on the final part of the 

VeloPark Enrichment – the Olympic BMX Track circuit! 

 

It turns out that the little bumps we could see on the inside of 

the Road and Mountain circuits were actually gigantic, dune-like 

structures that seemed treacherously prepared to wipe us all 

out at any opportunity. But with some help from our instructor 

Andrew, we soon got the hang of pumping up and down the 

jumps – an amazing workout, as you can see from my GPS trace 

on Strava. 

 

Ms Silcocks and I have been absolutely delighted with the      

progress of our group this half-term. At every turn we’ve been 

complimented by the VeloPark team on their excellent attitude 

and progress in the various disciplines. What’s more, if your 

child should ever return to the VeloPark outside of School, the 

sessions we’ve had all count as introductory sessions to these 

disciplines. Mentioning that you’ve attended the courses on 

Wednesday afternoons in this half-term means that students 

can skip the intro sessions and move straight onto the track – a 

bit of a bonus! 

 

We look forward very much to continuing this incredible Enrich-

ment in the next half-term. And hopefully for the foreseeable 

future! 

 

Mr Tasić and Ms Silcocks  

VeloPark 
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A group of 13 students chose 'Winter Knitting' as their 

Enrichment this half-term and most of them were 

complete beginners. It has been a pleasure to see how 

much patience and determination everyone demon-

strated to learn this skill which can be quite tricky at 

the beginning! In only a few weeks, students learn 

how to knit independently to 

make a mug cosy, a head-

band, a scarf and a small 

bunny. Well done and thank 

you to all the students who 

participated! 

 

Ms Flack 

Knitting                   
Enrichment 
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Last Wednesday we visited The Elderly 

and Disabled Charitable Trust UK   

(www.elderlyandcharitabletrustuk.com). 

Jenny and her colleagues equipped us 

with gloves and trowels to plant vegeta-

bles, herbs and flowers to grow in a      

mini-greenhouse. We had a lot of fun! 

 

Later, they will be replanted in the         

allotment that the elderly from their local 

community will take care of and use for 

cooking. Yum!  

 

Ms Coates 

Charity    
Enrichment  
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To Miss Boyle for organising Valentine's fundraiser to help "Young Minds"- a    

charity that helps children and young people with mental health challenges. 

 

A BIG thank you to Miss Flack for running the "Coats for Calais" initiative, collecting 

warm clothing for the refugees at the French/British border. The clothes took    

over the DT room and we are so grateful for the input of all parents and staff. 

 

Great thanks to Mr Huebsch for making clay pottery production easy!  

 

Thank you to SEN department for help in the preparation for the Whole School       

assembly and, together with THEO and KAI, in the Cake Sale today. Your help is        

appreciated and ... sweet! 

 

Thank you to EVERYONE who contributed to the fundraiser - your contribution is   

much appreciated! 

 

And last, but not least, THANK YOU to our amazing CHARITY ENRICHMENT          

students who were so determined, flexible, open-hearted and sensible throughout 

the programme. Without YOU, this would not be possible. Especially Theo, Yura 

and Tom for their brave presentation on the stage in the Whole School Assembly.  

 

I will miss you: THEO, YURA, KAI, JONES, TOM, WILL, STANLEY, VALERY and MIA! 

 

Ms Coates 

 

Thank you to all our       

fundraiser contributors! 
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Safer Internet Day, a global campaign to promote the 

safe, responsible and positive use of digital technology 

for children and young people, took place on          

Tuesday 7th February.  

 

We wanted to use this opportunity to share the         

following resources and encourage all parents to have 

conversations with their children on internet safety,    

a topic we also cover during our PHSCE and Computing 

lessons. 

 

Thank you, Mr Lalande, for representing Portland 

Place School in a forum about digital learning and 

sharing these documents with us. 

 

Ms Flack 

SAFER INTERNET DAY 
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So far this year, pupils have 

been designing and      

making a range of different 

products in the style of      

designers and artists they 

have researched. 

 

Mr Wood 

Design 
Update  
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 U15/16 Rugby                
PPS vs Maida Vale 
On Thursday 2nd February PPS u15/16’s took on Maida Vale school in a high paced and physical 

game of rugby at Regents Park. In the early stages it was clear it was going to be a physical   

contest. PPS carried the ball into contact with pace and power, but Maida Vale made some    

excellent tackles early on. PPS had the lion’s share of possession in the early stages and apart 

from one knock on, kept possession of the ball very well. The boys put together some positive 

phases of play, breaking the gain line frequently and showing fast paced support at the break-

down. It wasn’t long before PPS took the lead with tries from captain Teddy and outside Centre 

Lloyd. Maida Vale fought back with some dangerous running from their pacey centre and some 

hard carries from a couple of their big forwards, but PPS defended well. By half time PPS were 

25-0 up which was a little harsh on Maida Vale considering the way they were defending. 

At the start of the second half PPS got a wake-up call when Maida Vale scored in the first minute 

with an excellent solo try – a reminder that the game was not done and dusted and there was a 

long way to go. PPS responded a few minutes later with an excellent individual try from Michael. 

Michael received a short pass after a ‘tap and go’ penalty, he flew into the Maida Vale defence, 

broke the first tackle and bundled his way over the line as three Maida Vale players were      

hanging off him trying to bring him down for roughly 5 metres. Midway through the second half 

Lloyd and Leo also scored quick fire tries and PPS continued to pressure Maida Vale and force 

them into mistakes. At the final whistle the score was 51-7 to PPS. 

This was a very impressive performance for our mixed u15/16 team with lots of positive play in 

attack. There were a few highlights from the highly entertaining game of Rugby. Teddy made a 

huge tackle as he drove Maida Vale’s dangerous runner flying over the touchline. Miles had a   

superb solo run from deep in his own half – he ran 2/3’s of the pitch, beating a few defenders on 

the way before Maida Vale made a great tackle to stop him scoring and Lloyd scored an excellent 

individual try showing great footwork and power to take on roughly 5 defenders before scoring. 

Whilst there were several great individual performances, player of the match has to go to captain 

Teddy who scored 4 tries and led by his actions on the pitch! 
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U12’s Fight Till 

the End 

With half term coming ever closer and the weather starting to get warmer, it was a tough game 

for the U12s, who fell short against North Bridge House Hampstead. 

 

After working hard over a number of weeks on their rugby skills, it was time to put it into     

action at Regent’s Park. Immediately after the kick off it was Enzo, the captain, who took the 

bull by the horns as he ploughed through the defence, pushing diving defenders aside before 

diving over the line. 

 

All of the players were crucial within the first half with players like Joe and Tom carrying in 

different ways. Joe, used his nimble feet to step defenders whilst Tom preferred to run straight 

into the opposition’s line. It was all PPS in the first part of the half with Roman taking full   

advantage of the offloading game and powering over the line. 

 

The flowing rugby carried on with Noah using a classic goose step to stand up defenders      

before creating an overlap for Nathan to stride forward. The play carried on as a ruck created a 

clear overlap that Enzo took full advantage of before getting his brace. Although there was 

some fantastic attacking the defence did let down the PPS students who allowed one of the 

North Bridge players to gain a hat trick before PPS were able to fight back. 

 

The second half began and Jacob started to get more involved in the game, taking on some 

strong running and breaking the line at every opportunity. There wasn’t just power being 

shown, as Mark,who broke the line a number of times, used his pace and steps to open up the 

gates before flipping the ball back and setting up Jacob to stride through the defence, carrying 3 

defenders over the line. 
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At 4-4 it was nail biting stuff with PPS tackling hard and holding the line before a fantastic run by 

a North Bridge player finished the game, beating Portland Place 4-5. Assistant coach for the day 

Zane spoke to Mr Steward and the Steward Scoop after the game: 

 

“We played well and broke the line a number of times. Our passing was brilliant but we 

weren’t able to finish the game off. It was a great experience for us all and we go again after 

half term”. 

With the frosty winter mornings in full swing and the students still complaining about the cold, it 

was a great opportunity for the students to get their running shoes on and take part in the weekly 

cross country lessons. 

 

The cold mornings saw a crisp sheet of white across the leaves and grass of Regents Park, some-

thing that hadn’t been seen by a number of students through the Christmas break. The gloves were 

being worn, woolly hats were at the ready and the pupils were donning what seemed like a million 

layers of clothing.  

Cold Mornings See Faster Times 

Over Cross Country Course 

From Year 6 up to Year 9 the students have been given the opportunity to take on the mighty task 

of Regents Park and Portland Place’s cross country course. The course that is around 2km runs 

along different terrains from pathway to muddy ground and it is a great way to see how the         

students can improve their times over the weeks given.  

 

The objective of the sessions was not to break World Records but to always improve on their own 

time, be it by 1 second or 30 seconds, the battle was against themselves not the rest of the class,  
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The standard of running has been high and is improving throughout the term with a number of 

students going faster throughout. Some of these included Idrees, Yaqoub, Theo, Madeline, 

Georgie and Tess, all of whom continue to push themselves each week. Here are the best times 

so far for each age group: 

Year 6+7 Boys Time 

Roman Morby 9:05 

Tom Messina 9:31 

Ted Evans 9:38 

Year 6+7 Girls Time 

Lucy McHugh-Tibbetts 9:40 

Beatrice Boland 9:48 

Helena Soriano 10:39 

Year 8 Boys Time 

Humphrey Boland 12:00 (3Laps) 

Spike Culpin 12:02 (3Laps) 

Dexter Culpin 12:57 (3Laps) 

Year 9 Boys Time 

Hazuki Kita 14:14 (3Laps) 

Rory Grosvenor 14:32 (3Laps) 

Tecumsah Hennebry 14:33 (3Laps) 

Year 9 Girls Time 

Marta Shelton 12:28 (2Laps) 

Georgie Cox 13:02 (2Laps) 

Tess Ketteridge 13:16 (2 Laps) 

As you can see there are some fantastic scores from the lessons which included Year 8 pupil 

Humphrey setting the fastest laps for the boys and Year 7 pupil Lucy for the girls on the  

shorter part of the course and Year 9 pupil Marta for the longer route.  

 

Throughout the lessons the students have been giving everything, and it has been brilliant to see 

their comradery as they cheer everyone over the line. 

but obviously the competitiveness of the students did get the better of them especially on the 

last lap coming down the final straight where a sprint battle commenced, not mentioning any 

names (Rafer and Tec). 
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England U20’s vs Scotland U20’s           
Six Nations Rugby Trip 

Last Friday evening 52 Portland Place students went to the Twickenham 

Stoop to watch the first match of the U20 Rugby Six Nations, with England 

taking on Scotland. Although a few of our party were rooting for Scotland, 

the majority of our group were pleased to see that England faired better 

than their senior counterparts and won what was a superb match 41-36.  

 

A huge bonus for our pupils was that 6 of our senior players were selected 

to be ball boys for the game, whilst the rest formed a guard of honour, 

holding flags along the tunnel as the teams came out and forming up       

beside them for the anthems. 

 

This is the largest group of pupils we have taken to a match and they were 

rewarded with a thrilling match. England score three times in quick          

succession and looked like they might run away with it.  Scotland had other 

ideas and pegged them back in the first half before dominating after the 

beak and establishing a 31-36 lead. England were not to be denied and 

found an    extra gear to secure a penalty and then the winning try.  

 

A massive thankyou to Mr Steward for arranging this very special oppor-

tunity for our pupils, which they will no doubt remember for a long time. 

The match is available to watch on the BBC iplayer, if you’d like to watch 

the PPS ball boys and flag wavers, as well as the rugby, of course! 
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Next Clubs & Fixtures 

Monday 20th Feb: Y8 Rugby vs Kew House, venue and kick-off TBC 

    Y9 Girls Football vs North Bridge House Hampstead, Regent’s   

    Park,  2.00pm 

    Table tennis club, PPS Hall, 1.10-1.45pm 

    Karate Club, PPS Hall 4.00-5.00pm 

Tuesday 21st Feb:  GCSE PE Rugby, Final Assessment, Regent’s Park,     

    11.00am – 1.00pm 

    Football club, Regent’s Park (transport provided) 3.50 – 5.15pm 

Wednesday 22nd Feb: Running club, Regent’s Park, 12.50 – 1.20pm 

    GCSE PE Revision Club. Rm G31, 1.10 – 1.45pm  

    Fencing club, PPS Hall, 4.00-5.00pm 

Thursday 23rd Feb: Y10 Rugby vs Kew House, Chiswick Cricket Club, 2.00pm 

    Y8 Girls Football vs North Bridge Hampstead, Regents Park,   

    2.00pm 

    Y6&7 Boys Basketball vs North Bridge House Canonbury,                            

    London Met, 4.00pm 

    Weight training club, PPS changing rooms, 12.50-1.30pm 

 Dance club, Rm 11, 12.50-1.30pm 

 Basketball club, Church Street Leisure Centre, 4.00-5.15pm 

Friday 24th Feb:  Y9 Rugby vs Kew House, Regent’s Park, 2.00pm 
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 Enrichment—First Half of Spring Term 2023 

 Activity  Staff Room 

Advanced Maths TTO G21 

Basketball (Junior) SRI & MMC 
Offsite. Meet PE changing 

rooms at 1.50pm 

Boxing JKU 
Offsite. Meet PE changing 

rooms at 1.50pm 

Charity & Community ECO Room 24 & offsite 

Climbing WBR & BSO 
Offsite. Meet in Room 1        

at 1.30pm 

Cooking Club KPA Dining Hall & Kitchen 

F45 Fitness CBY & TLA Offsite 

Fencing LVW & FSY PP Hall 

Filming Techniques SSA G31 

Horrible Histories PLE & JWO Room 22 

Local Area Investigators KOL Room 10 

Polyglot PZA & DFL Room 34 

PPS Enterprise MTH & RLE G34 

Prop Making DWO, LDE & CHU B1 

Production—’Grease’ RAL, SHI, AJU & 

CBO 

Drama Studio & Room 1 

Touch Rugby (Senior) LST Offsite. Meet PE Changing 

Rooms at 1.50pm 

Velo Park TTC & HIS Offsite. 12.50pm lunch   

leave from GPS 

Winter Knitting CFL & CBI Room 36 
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Clubs for Spring Term 2023  

 

Day Time Activity Staff Location Year Groups 

Mon 12:50-13:50 Table Tennis Club JKU PP Hall All 

Mon 12:50-13:30 KS4 Design Drop-In Clinic DWO B1 10 & 11 

Mon 12:50-13:45 String Ensemble R H’white R1 All 

Mon 13:15-13:45 Chemistry Revision Club HSI Lab 3 10 & 11 

Mon 13:15-13:45 Year 9 Science Clinic RLE Lab 2 9 

Mon 12:50-13:45 Chinese Club TLA G33 All 

Mon 12:50-13:45 Rock Band DMC R2 All 

Mon 13:15-13:45 UKMT Maths Challenge AIS 34 All 

Mon 13:15-13:40 Board Games DFL & ECO R11 6-9 

Mon 15:45-17:00 KS4 Design Drop-In Clinic DWO B1 10 & 11 

Tues 12:50-13:30 KS3 Design Club DWO B1 8 & 9 

Tues 13:15-13:45 Year 9 Science Clinic RLE Lab 2 9 

Tues 12:50-13:45 PPS Choir SHI & CBO R1 All 

Tues 13:15-13:45 Physics Revision Club WBR Lab 3 10 & 11 

Tues 13:15-13:45 English Language Surgery JHU R43 11 

Tues 15:50-17:15 Football Club tbc Regents Park All 

Tues 16:00-17:00 KS4 GCSE Art Club LDE Art Studio 1 10 & 11 

Tues 15:45-17:00 KS4 Design Drop-In Clinic DWO B1 10 & 11 

Wed 12:50-13:30 KS4 Design Drop-In Clinic DWO B1 10 & 11 

Wed 12:50-13:45 Music Theory Club ZBO R42 All 

Wed 12:50-13:50 Russian Club PZA R24 All 

Wed 12:50-13:45 Percussion Ensemble J Morrison R2 All 

Wed 12:50-13:50 Running Club LST Regents Park All 

Wed 15:45-17:00 KS4 Design Drop-In Clinic DWO B1 10 & 11 

Wed 16:00-17:00 Fencing Club Fencing coach PP Hall All 

Thurs 12:50-13:45 Woodwind Ensemble J Slack R1 All 

Thurs 12:50-13:30 KS3 Drama Club TNO Drama Studio 6-9 

Thurs 12:50-13:50 Dance Club CBY R11 All 

Thurs 12:50-13:50 Beginner French / Spanish FSY G33 6 – 9 

Thurs 12:50-13:30 Weight Training Club SRI Boys C/ Rooms All 

** by invitation only for KS3, Art Scholarship holders must attend  
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Clubs for Spring Term 2023  

 

Day Time Activity Staff Location Year Groups 

Thurs 16:00-17:00 Art Club TMO & LDE Art 1 & 2 All ** 

Thurs 16:00-17:15 Basketball Club SRI Leisure Centre All until 26/1 

Fri 12:50-13:45 Brass Ensemble W Brown R2 All 

Fri 12:50-13:50 Japanese Yekta R24 7 – 9 

Fri 12:50-13:30 KS4 Design Drop-In Clinic DWO B1 10 & 11 

Fri 13:15-13:45 Science Exam Skills DBL Science Lab 1 10 & 11 

Fri 13:15-13:45 KS4 Maths Club KPA Science Lab 1 10 & 11 

Fri 13:15-13:45 KS3 Maths Club AZE 33 6 – 9 

Fri 13:15-13:45 French Bilingual Club TLA B3 7 – 9 

Fri 15:45-17:00 KS4 Design Drop-In Clinic DWO B1 10 & 11 

 

56-58 Portland Place 

London W1B 1NJ 

Tel: 020 7307 8700  

(Main Switchboard) 

 

GPS Building: 

143-149 Great Portland St   
London W1W 6QN 

 

admin@portland-place.co.uk 

www.portland-place.co.uk 

Thurs 13:15-13:45 Biology Revision Club RLE Science Lab 2 10 & 11 

Thurs 13:15-13:45 Coding Club MMC 33 6-8 

Thurs 13:15-13:45 Spanish GCSE Club CFL G33 10 & 11 

Thurs 16:00-17:00 PPS Chamber Choir CBO R1 All by audition 

** by invitation only for KS3, Art Scholarship holders must attend  



Thank you for reading 

Have a great 
half term break! 


